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BROKEN TWILLS.

(Continued from page 179.)

In our previous article we used what we consider as balanced even sided twills for our foundation weave. We will now consider broken twill weaves obtained by means of using even sided twills which do not balance, for the foundation for the broken twill. In order to explain to the reader what we mean by balanced and unbalanced even sided twills, in this instance, we mention that in the previously given broken twills, the foundation weave, whether drawn from left to right or right to left, can be woven from the same set of harnesses; for example, the \( \frac{2}{4} \times \frac{2}{4} \) 10-harness foundation twill, whether drafted for a broken twill from left to right or from right to left (see Figs. 11 and 12 on page 177 or Fig. 22 on page 179) can be woven on 10 harnesses, no matter how complicated, i.e., mixed up the drafting from left to right or right to left is arranged, and for which reason we classify this foundation twill as well as every other foundation twill then given in said article (Figs. 3 to and inclusive Fig. 22) as a balanced even sided twill, as compared to the even sided foundation twills used in the present article, and when the reader later on will come in contact with two other 10-harness even sided twills (Fig. 27 and 28), either one of which, if used by itself for a broken twill, will require 20 harnesses, i.e., 10 harnesses are required for drafting this 10-harness twill in one direction (for example, left to right) and 10 additional harnesses for drafting this foundation twill in the reverse direction (right to left).

**Broken Twills Having for Their Foundation Unbalanced Even Sided Twills.**

Having previously explained what we mean by an unbalanced even sided twill, after obtaining this weave, draft said twill for a certain number of warp threads in one direction and then in the reverse direction, arranging a clear break (risers opposite sinkers) wherever two directions of the twill lines meet; continue this drafting of the twill lines in one direction and then in the reverse direction until repeat for the new weave is obtained.

Drafting in this manner only warp ways, as will be readily understood, will result in broken twills broken warp ways only, i.e., stripe effects; whereas if we arrange this drafting of the twill for a certain number of ends in one way and then in the reverse way, both in the direction of warp and filling ways, the result will be broken twills broken warp and filling ways. The seven weaves accompanying this article will readily explain the subject to the reader, and from which he then will be able to design any number of new weaves, as the fashion may require; however, he must never forget that twice the number of harnesses of the foundation twill are required in the loom for its mate broken twills (except only a portion of the foundation twill is used in the construction of the broken twill).

Weave Fig. 23 shows us the broken twill, broken warp ways only, obtained from the \( \frac{2}{3} \times \frac{2}{3} \) 6-harness even sided twill. Six warp threads are drafted from left to right to alternate with six warp threads drafted from right to left, the broken twill repeating on 12 warp threads and 6 picks. Naturally in this instance the 12-harness straight draw will be used; however, the effect, for practical work may be too small, and for which reason in place of drafting only six threads one way, we may have to draft more threads each way before arranging break. This, however, will not increase the number of harnesses required, since it will mean nothing more but drafting more ends on each set of six harnesses, previously to drafting in the same
manner more threads on the other set of six harnesses. We used the small effect (drafting only one repeat of the foundation twill) in order not to take up too much space, one draft in our example standing for any number of threads required to be drafted, provided a wider stripe is required in the woven fabric.

Weave Fig. 24 shows us the broken twill, broken warp and filling ways, having for its foundation the same even sided twill as the previously quoted example. In order to simplify matters to the reader, we have shown in one repeat of this weave the reverse drafting of the foundation twill, both warp and filling ways, in a different kind of type from that drafted the one way. The repeat of the weave is 12 warp threads and 12 picks; two repeats each way being shown in our diagram, to give a better idea of its general effect in the woven cloth. A 12-harness straight draw is required if the weave is used as given, and which is well suited for a small broken up effect. Provided a larger and more pronounced check is required, as will be readily understood, the same as in the previously given example in connection with its stripe effect, the result is readily obtained by drafting each set of six harnesses, two, three or more times over before doing the same with the other set of six harnesses, duplicating at the same time this procedure correspondingly when building the harness chain.

Weave Fig. 25 shows us what we might consider a somewhat more elaborate effect, i.e., a more broken up effect of using the same even sided twill, as used in the previously quoted two examples; the arrangement of drafting in this instance being six ends drafted from left to right to alternate with three ends drafted from right to left. This brings us in contact with the same rule as quoted in connection with the former style of broken twills:

Add threads drafted one way, then add threads drafted the reverse way; divide either sum by repeat of foundation twill and consider only the remainders. If remainders are alike the repeat is at once obtained, whereas if they differ, subtract the smaller from the larger number. When then the difference equals one-half the repeat of the foundation twill, the drafting then has to be done twice over before repeat for the broken twill is obtained. If the difference is one-third or two-thirds of the foundation twill, you will have to draft three times over before the repeat for the broken twill is obtained, etc.

In our instance we then find

\[ 6 - 3 = 3 \text{ and} \]
\[ 6 \div 3 = 2, \text{ i.e., we have in our example to draft twice over in order to obtain the repeat, a feature readily seen by consulting weave Fig. 25, and which repeats on } (6 + 3 = 9 \times 2 = 18 \text{ warp threads and 18 picks. Although 18-harness straight draw will be the proper number of harnesses for us to use, provided the same are at our disposal, at the same time, if necessary, this weave can be drawn on 12 harnesses.} \]

Weave Fig. 26 has for its foundation the \( \frac{1}{2} \) 8-harness even sided twill, with the following draft:

- 8 ends drafted from left to right
- 6 \( \text{"} \) \( \text{"} \) \( \text{"} \) right to left
- 4 \( \text{"} \) \( \text{"} \) \( \text{"} \) left to right
- 8 \( \text{"} \) \( \text{"} \) \( \text{"} \) right to left
- 6 \( \text{"} \) \( \text{"} \) \( \text{"} \) left to right and
- 4 \( \text{"} \) \( \text{"} \) \( \text{"} \) right to left.

\[ 8 + 4 + 6 = 18 \text{ and} \]
\[ 6 + 8 + 4 = 18, \text{ or in other words adding all the ends drafted from left to right, as well as those drafted from right to left, gives us 18 ends in either instance.} \]
In order to show the reader how to make out drawing-in draft for these weaves in the most practical way, the proper draft for the present example is given below the weave, said draft being shown in two kinds of type, using cross type for one, and dot type for the other twill. Two repeats of the weave, both warp and filling ways, are given in order to show the complete effect, whereas only one repeat of the draft is given, since this is all that is necessary.

Weave Fig. 27 has for its foundation the 5/3 5/3 5/3 5/3 5/3 10-harness even sided twill, drafting ten ends in one direction to alternate with five ends drafted in the reverse direction, and which on account of 10 = 5 = 5, or one-half the repeat of the foundation twill, will result in (10 + 5 = 15 \times 2 = ) 30 warp threads and 30 picks for the repeat of the broken twill. Two repeats of the weave, both warp and filling ways are given; 20 harnesses are required for the execution of this weave on the loom.

Weave Fig. 28 has for its foundation the 5/3 5/3 5/3 5/3 5/3 5/3 5/3 5/3 5/3 5/3 10-harness even sided twill, using the same drafting as in the previously given example, for which reason explanation then given refers also to this weave. Since this weave shows a more broken up effect compared to the former, we have given drawing-in draft (for 20 harnesses) below the weave, and which is the same draft as is necessary for the drafting of weave Fig. 27.

Weave Fig. 29 has for its foundation the 5/3 5/3 5/3 5/3 5/3 5/3 5/3 5/3 12-harness even sided twill, the final weave showing a somewhat more broken up effect than any one of the examples heretofore given, for the fact that no complete repeat of the foundation twill has been drafted consecutively in one instance, the drafting used being six warp threads of one effect of the even sided twill to alternate with four threads of the other effect of this even sided twill, continuing with this arrangement until the repeat of the new weave is obtained. This procedure, i.e., not using the complete repeat of the foundation twill will not permit use of previously quoted rule. The drafting-in draft for this broken twill is given below the weave in cross type for one of the twill effects, and in dot type for the other twill effect, and will readily explain how to draw the broken twill systematically on 20 harnesses for practical work on the loom, using 12 harnesses for one effect and 12 harnesses for the other effect of the 12-harness even sided foundation twill, previously quoted.

Questions.

(1) Construct the broken twill, broken warp ways only, obtained from the 5/3 5/3 5/3 5/3 12-harness even sided twill, drafting six ends of one effect of the twill in one direction to alternate with five ends of the other effect of this even sided twill drafted in the other direction; the complete repeat of the stripe being 132 warp threads and 12 picks, calling for 24 harnesses for its execution on the loom. Also make out proper drawing in draft for this weave.

(2) Construct the broken twill, broken warp and filling ways, having the 5/3 5/3 10-harness even sided twill for its foundation; drafting warp and filling ways six ends in one direction to alternate with three ends drafted in the reverse direction, the weave thus obtained repeating on 90 warp threads and 90 picks.

(3) Make out proper drawing-in draft, for 20 harnesses, for the previously obtained weave, also its harness chain, the latter calling for 20 harnesses and 90 bars.

(4) Construct the broken twill, broken warp and filling ways, having the 5/3 5/3 5/3 12-harness even sided twill for its foundation, and using the following drafting:

8 ends from left to right
8 " right to left
4 " left to right
4 " right to left
7 " left to right
7 " right to left

of said even sided twill; the broken twill, on account of drafting the same number of ends in one direction as in the other direction, repeating at the end of the draw quoted, i.e., repeating on 38 warp threads and 38 picks.

**THE MANUFACTURE OF TURKISH TOWELS, BATH ROBES, ETC.**

The same are what we technically call Terry Pile Fabrics in which the pile is produced, i.e., raised without the aid of pile wires. They are woven on looms specially constructed for the manufacture of this class of fabrics, known as terry looms.

These fabrics are divided into Plain and Fancy structures, the latter being obtained either by coloring, or the weave, or both.

Plain Structures are the ones most easily manufac-
tured, comprising at the same time the bulk of this class of terry pile fabrics made. On account of the practical use they are put to (mostly for towellings), and when the main question is to produce a serviceable fabric at the lowest possible cost, this will at once explain to the practical man that it would be useless to quote a great variety of weaves, as is some times done, since it is only the best terry pile weave (or as termed—turkish towel weave) which finds practical use in the manufacture of these fabrics, and which weave is given in diagram Fig. 1.

In the manufacture of these fabrics two systems of warp (on two beams) are necessary, one to carry the pile warp for the formation of the loop, and the other to carry the ground warp for forming the body of the fabric. Only one system of filling is used.

In the process of weaving these fabrics, the terry series of the warp is weighted looser than the lower or body series, or its warp beam arranged to let off the proper length of pile warp required at every third (the tight) pick, so as in either case to allow the loops to be formed on the surface of the fabric, by the lay swinging or being driven fully up to the fell of the cloth every third pick, the two previously inserted picks having been but partially beaten up. The three picks so interwoven slide on the ground warp, which is held under a tight tension during the entire process of weaving.

As will be readily understood by any person who ever used a turkish towel, loops are wanted on both sides of the fabric, since when a person has either taken a bath or even only washed himself, and is wet, he will be in no humor to examine the turkish towel he is to use, to ascertain which is the face or back of it, i.e., which side has the terry pile and is soft and will readily absorb the water from the body, and which he ought to use vice versa the common woven coarse rough side present provided only one system of pile warp was used in connection with turkish towels, hence no special reference to such weaves will be necessary, any more than to leave ground warp threads in Fig. 1 undisturbed and arrange pile warp all uniform 2 up 1 down.

With reference to our weave Fig. 1, the following construction has been observed:

1. End pile warp to interlace with the filling 2 down 1 up, hence forming a loop on the back of the cloth in the loom,
1. End ground warp,
1. End pile warp to interlace with the filling 2 up 1 down, hence forming a loop on the face of the cloth in the loom,
4. End ground warp,

4 ends and 3 picks in the repeat of the pattern.

The terry or pile warp is shown by full black type, whereas cross type is used for indicating the ground warp.

Diagram Fig. 1 shows us a plan of the interlacing of the cloth woven with this weave, the left hand portion of said diagram showing in black the loops as formed by the face pile warp threads (weaving 2 up 1 down) and in shaded the loops as formed by the back pile warp threads (weaving 2 down 1 up), the ground warp being not shown for sake of clearness; whereas the right hand portion of the diagram shows, by means of dotted lines, the interlacing of said ground warp with the filling, the pile warp threads being omitted in this instance. The filling is shown by circles, numbered as to one repeat of the weave.

Weave Fig. 2 shows us the previously given weave arranged for producing a higher pile, i.e., using in this instance 4 picks to the round, as compared to the 3 picks to the round used before. Explanations given then also refer to the present weave, and since a corresponding crochet type is used in both weaves, no special explanation is required, any more than that the pile warp is driven up by the reed on every fourth pick.

Fancy Effects Produced by Coloring. Diagram Fig. 1 will also show us a chance for a color effect if such ever should come under consideration, i.e., that by dressing the pile warp one end of color 1 to alternate with one end of color 2, we may give each side of the fabric a different color, a feature actually shown in our illustration.

Another chance for producing a fancy effect, if such should be required (but not for towellings) is to use all terry warp of one color and the ground warp and the filling of another color.

Still another chance for fancy effect, in connection with these plain woven terry pile structures consists in arranging a fancy dressing of the pile warp (stripes), either for one side or both sides of the fabric; in the latter case the coloring may be the same for both sides or differ.
Fancy Effects Produced by Weave and Color. The principle observed in constructing these weaves consists in arranging each pile warp thread to interlace part the time on the face and part the time on the back of the structure, dressing every alternate pile warp thread one color and every other pile warp thread another color. By arranging these exchanges of the pile warp after a given design, new effects are produced. Fig. 3 shows us what we term a clear checkerboard effect, produced by two colors in the pile warp; the arrangement of the warp being:

1 end ground (see cross type)
1 " pile—color #1 (see full black type) \times 6 = 21 ends
1 " ground
1 " pile—color #2 (see dot type)
1 " ground
1 " pile—color #2 \times 6 = 21 ends
1 " ground
1 " pile—color #1

Repeat of arrangement: 48 ends

Considering our weave more in detail and dividing it into the four squares necessary to form one repeat of any checkerboard effect, we find that every alternate square is formed with five loops of each of the six threads of color #1 (5 \times 6 = 30 loops) for face, and with the same number of loops of color #2 for back; the other two squares showing 30 loops of color #2 for face with the same number of loops of color #1 for the back.

The change for the pile warp from face to back in every instance is arranged for 1 up 1 down 1 up 1 down, i.e., extends over four picks and what we will consider as a tight exchange, apt to show in said picks a slight line (empty space in fabric—no loops formed on either side for four picks) filling ways in the fabric.

This tight exchange between the checks has been reduced in weave Fig. 4 to what we may consider as two picks only, and which here has no chance to show any cross stripes. Loops for face and back are in this weave the same for each square, as quoted in the previously given example, i.e., 30 loops for each on either side of square in fabric.

Selection of crochet type as to ground and pile warps in weave Fig. 4 corresponds to that used in weave Fig. 3, hence no special explanation as to dressing (the same) etc., is required.

Diagram Fig. 5 shows us the interlacing of two pile warp threads throughout the entire repeat of weave Fig. 4. In said diagram the pile thread shown in black refers to the interlacing of warp thread 2 (or 6, 10, 14, 18 or 22) in weave Fig. 4, and as shown there in full black type (considering pick 1 as the bottom pick in the diagram), whereas the pile thread shown shaded in diagram Fig. 5 refers to the interlacing of warp thread 4 (or 8, 12, 16, 20 or 24) in weave Fig. 4, shown then by means of dot type.

In Fig. 6 a check is shown in which only every alternate square on face and back of the fabric has loops, every alternate square presenting regular interlacing (plain—2 picks in a shed to alternate with 1 pick in a shed).

The arrangement of the warp is:
2 ends ground
1 end pile — color #1 \times 6 = 18 ends
2 ends ground
1 end pile — color #2 \times 6 = 18 ends

Repeat in dressing 36 ends

The pile warp is shown by full black type and the ground warp by dot type.
JACQUARD DESIGNING.

(Continued from page 186.)

When the regular satin settings are used, it is important that the individual figures are placed at approximately uniform distance apart, and for which reason, as previously mentioned, the regular 5, 8, 10 and 13-leaf satins are the four best settings to use, for the fact that in these settings (see diagrams a, c, e and g in Fig. 18) the twill line of the interlacings of warp and filling in the weave, and which corresponds to the placing of the figures in the sketch in the jacquard design, if considered in one direction, is crossed by another line of said figures, about equally as prominent, the latter, however, running in the opposite direction.

This feature is not the case, if examining our 7, 9 and 12-leaf satins (see diagrams b, f, and d in Fig. 18) and where the interlacings, and which again correspond to the placing of the figures in the repeat of the jacquard design, form a distinct diagonal line in one direction only, a feature which will show in the fabric and usually is not desired; except in special cases, when for example, the figure is longer in one direction than in the other or when there is a great difference between the width and length of the repeat in the pattern, and when then such a satin setting may be found necessary to be used in order to produce a uniform distribution of such figures over the face of the fabric.

We will now explain this principle of satin settings in connection with a few illustrations.

Fig. 20 shows us a small floral design, set after the 5-leaf satin principle, two repeats each way of the design being given. Square a, b, c and d shows one repeat of the complete design, the size of which in the fabric, as will be readily understood, is regulated by the size of the jacquard machine at our disposal, as well as the texture of the cloth under consideration.

Having obtained the repeat of our pattern, we then divide the same in five equal parts, width ways, in the fabric, as indicated by numerals of reference 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 on the bottom of the design.

We next have to divide the repeat of the pattern, length ways, also in five equal parts.

Provided the affair, as is the case in connection with our example, has reference to a repeat of a pattern, repeating on the square, i.e., the same distance width ways as length ways, we naturally will obtain five equal squares in a longitudinal direction as well as in a vertical direction; the dividing of our example length ways, being again shown by means of numerals of reference 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 as placed on the left hand side of the design.

Should the affair, however, refer to a design not repeating entirely on a square basis, i.e., the repeat length ways of the design being different than that width ways, either longer or shorter, the size of the divisions made width ways and length ways will vary on the sketching paper, in turn resulting in rectangles in place of the squares (as is the case in connection with our example) when connecting the division marks (see dotted lines) and which represent the lines on the point paper when laying out the basis for our 5-leaf satin.

Having obtained these (5 × 5) 25 small squares, shown in dotted outlines in our sketch, we then place one figure in every square selected according to the 5-leaf satin weave, every square in the sketch referring to one square on the point paper.

In our sketch Fig. 20, we have placed this figure always in the same position, a feature which, however, is not always the case, such position being frequently changed, in order to present a more broken up effect in the complete design, a feature readily explained in connection with sketch Fig. 21, showing again the same figure as used in the previously given example, set after the 5-leaf satin setting, the position of each figure in every instance, however, being changed, giving in turn to the complete design a totally different (more pleasing) appearance. The same, as in the previously given example, one repeat of the pattern is indicated by means of letters of reference a, b, c and d.

The squaring off in five parts each way of this repeat is indicated both ways by means of numerals of reference 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, on bottom and left hand side of sketch, the same as was done in the previous
sketch, and the division points connected by means of dot and dash lines. The setting being again the 5-leaves satin setting, the figures are placed in the same squares as in the previous example; however, their position is changed, in order to obtain the greatest possible variety of positions, thus: First find the centre of each square by drawing the two diagonals. From the centre of the middle square draw a circle. Divide this circle into five equal parts by means of the lines $BA$, $CA$, $DA$, $EA$ and $FA$, and on these lines place the figures with the line always bisecting the figures at the same place. Thus these figures will each present a different direction. Be careful not to place one of the figures on an exactly horizontal position, since this will spoil the effect of the design.

Fig. 22 shows us another fabric sketch of a figure placed by means of the 5-leaves satin setting, each figure in this instance being placed again in a different position; in order to produce a most pleasing effect and besides prevent any possible chance for striping.

Having thoroughly explained these 5-leaves satin setting of figures in connection with the previously given examples, no special reference to the present fabric sketch will be necessary, which in this instance is more particularly given to show the application of one figure to several settings, a feature we will refer to as we go along in connection with our lesson.

Fig. 23 shows us the same design, as given in connection with fabric sketch Fig. 22, this time arranged for an 8-leaves satin setting, and which is a setting more conveniently used, not only on account of the even distribution of the figures by means of this satin setting, but also on account of the handy way in which the design can be reproduced, a feature which will be readily seen by examining fabric sketch Fig. 23 more in detail, showing that if the repeat be bisected in both directions, the figure in opposite corners will correspond, i.e., be exactly the same, a feature readily demonstrated when mentioning that positions of figures 1 and 5 correspond, and which are the two figures previously referred to. Consequently, the other figures in the repeat of the pattern will correspond in the same manner, i.e., figure 4 is identically the same figure, and placed in the same position as figure 8, figure 7 corresponds to figure 3, and finally figure 2 in the first portion of the repeat to figure 6 in the other portion of the repeat; the design being nothing more but the same figure set in four different positions, in connection with the 8-leaves satin plan of setting, starting to duplicate the affair exactly as found in the left hand lower corner $a$, at the dotted corner $b$, and which is the point of meeting of the two imaginary lines drawn from the centre of each repeat, both ways.

Another advantage to this 8-leaves satin setting, is that the boundary lines of the repeat can be drawn in such positions that the figure is cut in the same way at the top and bottom and at the sides, and for
which reason the design can be made to appear uniform, no matter from which side seen, may it be either obtained from it on the card stamping machine, either by cutting the design in two and reversing the parts, viewed from the top or from the bottom. This feature in connection with 8-leaf satin setting is frequently made use of by the designer in order to or by turning the design around; the first method referred to being used when the figure is turned in two or four directions, the latter system being resorted to when one figure is turned in four directions. Another advantage in connection with the latter method, is that in case of full-up patterns, or when needles are cast out equally on either end of the machine, then the second half of the set of cards can be produced direct on the repeater from the first half.

Another reason why fabric sketch Fig. 23 has been prepared, is to show the student how one figure can be arranged for different settings, a feature which without question will be readily understood by him if comparing fabric sketches 22 and 23; although in the latter instance, we left more ground to show, in preparing the sketch, compared to the former example, a feature which, however, is of no consideration in the present instance, since it will be readily understood that we either might have set the figures closer together in connection with the 8-leaf satin setting, or that we might have set the figures further apart in connection with the 5-leaf satin setting, and when then in either case, fabric sketches 22 and 23 would more closely resemble each other in their general appearance.

(To be continued.)
THE IMPORTANCE OF PROPER BOILING OF THE VARIOUS STARCHES FOR SIZING YARNS AND FINISHING OF COTTON GOODS.

Starch is one of the most important by-products used by a cotton mill, both in the preparation of the warp for the loom (sizing) as well as the woven fabric for the market (finishing). In both instances, its purpose is that of a stiffening and binding agent, without it at the same time materially adding to the weight of the yarn or cloth. For the latter purpose special Fillers or Weighters are added to the size. Starches are also frequently used to give to the finished cloth a peculiar feel or finish.

Starch is capable of undergoing, varies with the different kinds; the size and shape of granules of the various kinds of starches also differ, a feature which thus permits us (by means of the microscope) to ascertain what kind a lot of starch under consideration is, or belongs to. Starch as seen by the naked eye shows it to be a white shiny powder of a peculiar touch or feel to the hand. If some of it is placed between paper, and pressed, a crackling sound will be noticed, some kinds of starch making a louder sound than others.

Starch is insoluble in cold water, but when heated to about 150° F. the granules of starch begin to swell until their outer cell, consisting of cellulose, and possessing an organized structure not acted upon by water, burst, liberating the inside constituent of the starch, i.e., the amide, which is soluble in water and with it forms the starch paste. Examining carefully a solution of starch, you will see the remnants of the cellulose floating about.

The proper boiling of the starch (and its additions for weighting, softening, etc., as the case requires) is of the greatest importance, both for sizing of warps as well as finishing of cloth, a feature which, however, is frequently lost sight of in many a cotton mill, considering the affair simply as a unimportant process, which can be done in any old haphazard way; sometimes for the sake of saving in wages being performed by a boy and when then a good prepared...
starch may be considered more of an accident. More often, however, the foundation is then laid for a poorly weaving warp or a too light or too heavy a finish.

It must be remembered that the boiling of the size is the important item in the sizing and finishing department of the mill, and not only the machinery, and it is to this that the overseer will have to look after, himself, except he has it in the hands of a reliable, careful person, who knows what he is doing, also the reason why. No fast rules for boiling the starch can be given, since in connection with the sizing of warps, there are different methods of making said warps in use, like chain sizing, scotch tape dressing, the ordinary cylinder slasher, the single cylinder slasher or tape dresser; besides there is a light, medium and heavy sizing practiced. With reference to the finishing room, the variety of kinds of starch required is still greater, also the variety of construction of the machinery, on account of the different class of goods and finishes we then come in contact with and when what would hold good in one case may not do in another. The by-products then used with the starch, for filling or weighting purposes, softening, and antiseptics, all must then be taken into consideration. For this reason the boiling, i.e., preparing of the starch and its composition must be studied in con-
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nection with every new material that comes under the hand of the overseer, whether new yarns, cloth, or finishes, or the starch and its additions itself. Only points of general information can be given. If boiling with direct steam, it is necessary to place a water outlet just previously to where the steam enters the size or starch kettle. In order to use a dry steam and this under an even pressure, so that for a certain time a known quantity of condensed water enters into a known quantity of already boiled size or starch mixture in the kettle. It might make the latter too thin, and to add fresh starch to an already boiled mixture, in order to make it thicker, remains always a questionable procedure. Many overseers consider a hot soaking of the starch as boiling. Real boiling will be noticed by the composition being of an even thickness and when it begins to become transparent, a feature more readily noticed if a blue dye has been added to the mass, for tinting; i.e., a blue dye is sometimes used, in very small proportions, for the purpose of tinting, i.e., correcting a tendency to yellowness in the mixing; and when said blue dye changes the starch to a bluish white. In this instance, it produces a paste which has greater binding properties. If used for finishing processes, it gives a firm, crisp finish, as well as a good feel to the fabric, without adding a great deal of extra weight. It yields a much more transparent, viscous mass. If boiled with acids or chloride of lime, it will rather increase the binding properties of the plain farina paste, being extensively used when fabrics have to be filled or weighted very heavily. As a rule, farina reaches the mill in a fairly pure state and free from nitrogenous matter. Another point in favor of farina is that its paste is not liable to mildew, and for which reason it is the safest ingredient to use for starch for finishing purposes.

The advantages of using farina are not only the formation of starch, i.e., size, but also its property to quickly change in dextrine or soluble starch, a feature which brought this starch most prominently in favor with sizing of yarn where quick work is required, i.e., where the size has only little time to penetrate into the thread, and for which reason a thin and not a thick size must be used. Dextrine used alone has not sufficient adhesiveness, hence the demand
starch has then changed into soluble starch and partly into dextrin, in which condition, however, the size is of little value, no adhesive properties, for which reason boiling is only carried on so far until about half is paste and the other half soluble starch or dextrin. To push this half boiling, acids or chloride of lime are used, and when then said boiling can be readily noticed, however, the acids with the exception of oxalic acid must be neutralized. Chloride of lime has the disadvantage of its smell. With reference to size for yarns, the amount of boiling the farina depends upon the texture of the warp in the loom, the counts, quality and twist of the yarn, hence experience a necessary factor. On account of producing a thinner starch than wheat and maize, farina also finds extensive use in the finishing department. If used in connection with wheat starch, it will, if boiled somewhat less longer, although not raising the consistency of the paste, increase its adhesive as well as covering properties, items of importance in connection with heavy sizing.

A new solvent for starch, and which is used extensively on the Continent already is Diastafor, which is a malt preparation of very high diastatic power, and is claimed, has proven superior to chemical or mechanical treatment in the conversion of starch into soluble form. Not only is it free from acid and fatty substances, but at the same time has no action upon the cotton fibre nor on fast dyes the cotton yarn has been dyed with. Since it is completely soluble in lukewarm water, it naturally is ready at once for use, overcoming in this way disadvantages connected with other ingredients, being a conveniently used preparation for the mill; its employment assuring economy, time and labor, besides satisfactory results. It is used in the preparation of supple and closely adherent finishes, the starch being converted by its fermentation into soluble starch dextrine and maltose; additions of salts, fats, etc., giving it a basis for its use for special finishes. It does not dust or harden by exposure, and naturally is of special advantage with fabrics requiring napping, like flannels, etc.; again in connection with calendering, the dressing then takes a high lustre and will stand considerable resistance to the influence of the weather. It is specially adapted to be used in connection with farina. As mentioned before, diastafor is now used extensively on the Continent and beginning to be introduced in England. It is now also introduced here by The American Diastafor Co., Riverside, Cincinnati, Ohio.

The Ordinary Cylinder Sizer consists of a machine with suitable iron frame made either continuously or in sections, containing one or two copper cylinders of different sizes made from the best heavy copper; also a starch box with the necessary sizing roll and the other attachments required for carrying the yarn through the machine with as little tension or strain as possible. It must also be remarked here that it is very desirable to dry the yarn at as low a steam pressure on the cylinders as possible, to preserve its elasticity and strength.

Fig. 1 shows, in its side elevation, the latest make of the Cylinder Sizer, as built by the Textile-Finishing Machinery Co. Examining this illustration we notice that the side frame of the machine is made (if so desired) in sections, a feature which has the advantage over the continuous frame machine that it makes it easier to erect and align such a machine in the mill.
Section A of the machine carries the two drying cylinders a and b, the usual standard measurement of which is 7 and 5 feet diameter respectively X about 60 inches face each. They are strong, and at the same time lightly constructed, the heads being made of steel properly braced, while the joint between the copper shell and head are so made that by having the edge of the copper turned and held between the head on the outside and a ring on the inside, with through bolts, that it is quite impossible to blow it out, even under excessive pressures. These cylinders are also fitted with patent spiral scoops which take out every bit of water and air so that the lowest amount of steam pressure can be used in drying the yarn, which in turn means that the yarn is dried at a very low temperature and the size not baked on.

The other sections of the machine are: B is the section for holding the size box, which is usually a double jacketed copper box and contains seamless copper electro plated balanced rolls. C is the creel section, which in the usual construction of the machine provides bearings in its side frames for holding eight beams, arranged in two rows of four beams each. Only beams number 1, 7 and 8 are shown (besides portions of beams number 2 and 6) the central portion of the creel section being shown broken out, in order to bring the diagram of the complete Slasher within compass of the width of the page. In order to illustrate the complete creel section, detail illustration Fig. 2 is given (being drawn on a reduced scale to Fig. 1) and which will at once explain itself by means of numerals of reference selected to correspond with those used in connection with Fig. 1. D is the head stock, i.e., head section of the machine, the frame work of it holding the rods e and reed d (expanding comb) both being necessary for separating the sized threads, also the mechanism e for winding the yarn on the loom beam f. Fans g at the entering-end of the head stock, are placed there for cooling purposes.

The yarn, as taken from the beams in the creel section C then passes through size box B then in turn nearly all around drying cylinders a and b, then through the head stock D and finally on the loom beam f, as shown by means of broken line E.

For regulating the speed of the machine and also for removing as far as possible the tension on the yarn, special driving and friction devices are used, known as the McCarthy Friction Drive and the Pacific Wind. The McCarthy Friction Drive is a mechanism for driving the Slasher Cylinders direct from side shaft, thus enabling all tension required to drive cylinders to be removed from the yarn, in turn allowing very light warps to be sized and dried without breakage or excessive strain. It is provided with friction attachments to regulate perfectly the speed of the cylinder to accommodate the sets required to be dressed. In making up sets for weaving, experience has proved that the ordinary arrangement of slasher can do good work to a certain limit, but when that limit is reached, it becomes necessary to use some such arrangements as the McCarthy Drive to do satisfactory work at a certain and constant speed. This arrangement will dress yarns of any number of threads, doing its work thoroughly and perfectly. It can be readily attached to any yarn slasher and requires but little out-lay. Its importance can be readily understood by those having experience with light warps or a small number of ends.

The single cylinder slasher, frequently termed a Tape Dresser is shown in its end elevation in Fig. 3. While very similar to the double or two cylinder slasher, it is gotten up especially for dressing warps of yarn for ticking, gingham and all pattern work where it is desirable to use lease reeds at the size box. The particular machine represented was designed to take the place of what has been largely known as a Scotch Tape Dresser. In this illustration A is the drying section, with its drying cylinder; B the size box